Information Technology Transition Timeline

Shared Services Initiatives

Academic Technology
- Transition Completed

Application Support
- ePAF Implementation
- First eForm (ePAF) Implemented
- Transition Completed

Infrastructure
- Cox Data Center Space reclaimed for academic purposes
- Law Infrastructure Consolidation

Communications and Surveys
- Customer survey
- Title and Salary Band
- Budget Sweeps
- OE Metrics report

Completed
Pending

Note: Timeline reflects elapsed time and not effort

Cox Data Center Space reclaimed for academic purposes
Cox Web Services Consolidation (Phase II)
Lyle Infrastructure Consolidation
Physics Infrastructure Consolidation

Design EA Role

6/1/16 Update
Q1 FY17 (Jun, Jul, Aug)
Q2 FY17 (Sep, Oct, Nov)
Q3 FY17 (Dec, Jan, Feb)
Q4 FY16 (Mar, Apr, May)